
NEFF Product Pairings

When it comes to appliances, two is
sometimes better than one. Our NEFF
experts explain the best NEFF product
pairings and how appliances can work
together for an even better cooking
experience.

Cheese and wine, fig and balsamic, chilli and chocolate, lemon and garlic.

There’s no denying that some of the best things in life come in pairs. A
perfectly balanced combination can often create an even better outcome –
in food, and in appliances.

One expertly engineered oven or utensil can go a long way in elevating your
home cooking experience, but it’s often the combination of a core appliance
with the perfect add-on, or two diverse basics, that really take the cake.

Whether you’re planning a kitchen renovation, or simply looking to expand
your appliance range, the NEFF experts have curated a list of our perfect
product pairings – from what goes best with your Slide&Hide oven, to how
a Griddle Plate is the perfect accompaniment to your Cooktop.

1. Slide&Hide oven & Built-In Microwave

Our Choice-recommended Pyrolytic Slide&Hide oven features our customer-
favourite disappearing door that helps you save space and avoid accidents
in the kitchen.

But with a Built-In Microwave Oven added to the mix, you’ll also have the
option to heat up leftovers or whip up quick meals without having to fire up
the entire system. Our Compact Oven with Microwave function is a great
addition to any kitchen, and makes every day cooking that little bit more
convenient.

It’s the dream duo for fuss-free cooking.

https://www.neff.com.au/productList/ovens-compact-ovens/ovens/single-ovens/B57CR22N0B
https://www.neff.com.au/productList/ovens-compact-ovens/ovens/ovens-with-microwave/C17MR02N0B


2. FullSteam Oven plus Built-in Microwave

For passionate cooks who want all the basic ingredients, plus all the bells
and whistles, this combination is for you.

If you choose a Slide&Hide oven with FullSteam, you’ll have access to both
conventional and steam functions depending on what you’re cooking.
FullSteam allows you to create healthier, succulent dishes with intense
flavour. And then you’ll be able to warm them up again in your perfectly-
paired microwave oven…

Usually integrated seamlessly into your upper cabinetry, a built-in
microwave is the perfect product pairing for busy home chefs. This Pyrolytic
Microwave also comes with a range of added features, from pyrolytic self-
cleaning functions to CircoTherm for even baking results.

3. Warming Drawer and Slide&Hide Oven

No oven is complete without a Warming Drawer, where you can keep food
toasty for the main course, or leave plates to warm up while you cook.

What’s even better is that the range of warming drawers at NEFF are all
designed for seamless installation with your Slide&Hide oven, so the pair
will look like one well-engineered machine.

4. Vented FlexInduction Cooktop and Griddle
Plate

https://www.neff.com.au/productList/ovens-compact-ovens/ovens/ovens-with-microwave/C27MS22H0B
https://www.neff.com.au/productList/ovens-compact-ovens/ovens/ovens-with-microwave/C27MS22H0B
https://www.neff.com.au/productList/warming-drawers/warming-drawers


Our vented cooktop model is already a kind of 2-in-1 in itself, with both
cooktop and rangehood features built in. One of these will transform your
stovetop cooking experience, with a range of smart features and easy-to-
clean surfaces. But one thing the cooktop can’t do is griddle your meats and
veggies to perfection… which is where the Griddle Plate comes in.

Designed to sit seamlessly on top of your cooktop, the griddle plate
transfers heat from the induction surface and transforms your bench into a
grilling station.

5. The classic Double Oven

Two is always better than one. If you’ve got a large family, or like to
entertain guests often, you will want to invest in a double-oven at some
point. The two ovens stacked on top of each other provide an infinite array
of cooking options, and space to cook an entire feast.

Hot tip: If you’re looking to combine your ovens, be sure to explore our
unique NEFF combination strips to integrate the two appliances seamlessly.

If you could use a helping hand deciding which pairings are perfect for your
kitchen, and how to integrate them right, book a consult with one of our
friendly NEFF experts for more information.

__________________________________________________________________

About NEFF

NEFF is a German-engineered kitchen appliance brand, with a product
range that includes ovens, cooktops, rangehoods, coffee machines and
dishwashers designed to make life in the kitchen a daily pleasure. For
people who love to cook, NEFF gives you the tools to creative meaningful
connections, express your creativity and make memories. Because real life
happens in the kitchen.

© NEFF Australia. For more inspirations visit theneffkitchen.com.au

https://www.neff.com.au/products/rangehoods/worktop-extractor-fans/model-types
https://www.neff.com.au/productList/cooktops/accessories/Z9416X2
https://www.neff.com.au/productList/ovens-compact-ovens/ovens/double-oven/U2ACH7CN0A
https://www.neff.com.au/discover-neff/getting-started/how-to-place-your-ovens
https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/helen-janssen
https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/helen-janssen
https://www.neff.com.au/
https://theneffkitchen.com.au/theneffkitchen.com.au

